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RENT CONTROL 

I 

BACKGROUND 

In contrast to many countries in the world, the United States 
has never had widespread rent and eviction controls except in 
the immediate aftermath of World War I and during World War 
II. New York City is a major exception to this observation. 
With only a short break, New York City has had rent control 
for over 50 years. It has been continuous since 1943. 

The high levels of inflation that began in the late 1960's 
and which are still very much with us led, in the early 
1970's, to the introduction of rent controls in many other 
areas, mostly the megalopolis from Washington, D.C., to New 
England. By one estimate, about one-eighth of all U.S. 
rental units are under some kind of control.* 

Almost without exception, rent control has never been applied 
by a local government in the United States unless there was 
state enabling legislation or a home rule charter. In Florida, 
even a home rule provision in the state constitution did not 
suffice to support a local rent control ordinance in Miami 
Beach. On the other hand, some 80 New Jersey municipalities 
have enacted rent controls in the absence of state enabling 
legislation. Similarly, some cities in California have 
enacted forms of rent control without state enabling legis
lation. As a general rule, however, either state enabling 
legislation or home rule provisions are necessary for local 
governments to enact rent controls. 

Typically, enabling legislation requires that an emergency 
exist in a housing market before rent controls can be enacted. 
Laws mayor may not define an emergency. In some areas in 
the past, even when enabling legislation did not specifi
cally require the showing of an emergency, courts held that 
rent controls may only be enacted in response to an emer
gency and that the enacting body must show the emergency 

*Wall Street Journal, August 3, 1976, p. 16. 



exists. In 1976, the California Supreme Court in Birkenfield 
v. Berkeley, 550 p. 2d 1001 (1976), ruled Berkeley's rent 
control enacted by initiative was unconstitutional but only 
because it was confiscatory. Part of the decision, however, 
said that it was not necessary that an emergency be shown in 
order to enact rent controls. The California decision 
represents a trend of recent years that rent control is 
economic regulation and not a police power. As such, govern
ment need only show that laws are not arbitrary and have a 
reasonable relation to a proper legislative purpose. The 
attacks on rent controls in the courts now are based on the 
argument that virtually any kind of rent control system is 
incapable of fairly allowing necessary increases and is 
therefore confiscatory. 

In terms of understanding rent control, how it works and 
what its effects are, the best example is New York City. 
This does not mean its system is the best but rather that it 
has been controlling rents for so long that quite a body of 
data exists. There are actually two systems in New York. 
One is rent control and dates to 1943. The other is rent 
stabilization and dates to 1969. The differences are not 
important for the purposes of this paper. Suffice it to say 
that the more recent program is more liberal in the pass
through of costs than is the former. New York State in 1971 
enacted a decontrol of all units as they became vacant. 
Political pressure, however, resulted in the reimposition of 
rent control in 1974. This experience points out one fact. 
Once rent control has been in effect for any length of time, 
it is extremely difficult politically to change it or end 
it. In 1975, 72.4 percent of all rental units in New York 
City were either controlled or stabilized. Most observers 
agree that New York City's rent programs have not allowed 
owners to maintain profits or, in many cases, to break even. 
In the 5 years 1967-1972, personal income in New York City 
rose by 40.5 percent. Rents rose by 27.2 percent.* 

*Brenner, Joel F. and Herbert M. Franklin, Rent Control in 
North America and Four European Countries (The Potomac 
Institute, Washington D.C., 1977), p. 55. 
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A 1971 Rand study is perhaps the most thorough ever done on 
rent control in New York City. There were several conclu
sions. (1) Rent control is poorly targeted with some 45 
percent of those in controlled housing being able to afford 
uncontrolled housing. (2) On the average, families in rent 
controlled buildings in 1971 paid $1,200 per year less than 
the free market would demand. (3) Tenants in controlled 
units accept much lower levels of service and upkeep than 
they can afford rather than have rents increased. (4) 
Virtually all tenants in controlled units can afford more 
rent than they pay. (5) There is a "* * * disastrous cost
rent squeeze on the owners of real property in New York 
City."* 

The few other studies of rent control in the U.S. have come 
to conclusions similar to the Rand study in New York City. 
A study in 1976 done for the National Science Foundation 
concluded that rent control "* * * is an exceedingly poor 
instrument for keeping housing available to those most 
handicapped in obtaining it."** The one exception to the 
negative conclusions is a study done for the Massachusetts 
legislature by Harbridge House, Inc. It looked at each city 
in Massachusetts to enact rent control and concluded that 
effective administration of rent control can result in 
fairness to landlords and tenants. A Boston study, however, 
commissioned by realtors contests the findings of the Harbridge 
House study. 

PROS AND CONS 

Over the years, a number of arguments have been advanced for 
and against rent controls. The following is a summary of 
those arguments. Listing here implies no assessment of them 
one way or the other. 

For Rent Control: 

1. Vacancy rates in most major cities are so low that 
mobility is restricted. Tenants are forced to pay 

*Ibid, pp. 55-56. 
**Ibid, pp. 65-66. 
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exhorbitant rents or move. In times of severe housing 
shortage, as demonstrated by low vacancy rates, tenants 
have no choice but to pay the higher rates. 

2. Rents have increased dramatically in recent years but 
the incomes of low income persons have not kept pace 
with rents. Rents have been raised far beyond the 
level necessary to cover increased costs to landlords. 
Landlords exploit housing shortages. Controls restore 
rents to a level fair to tenant and landlord. 

3. Housing supply is relatively unresponsive to changes in 
demand and this creates a situation ripe for exploita
tion. Rent control will curb excess rents. 

4. Rent control is an expedient short-term response to a 
housing shortage, and helps house the poor. 

5. Housing should be viewed like a public utility and 
rents should be regulated in the public interest. 

Against Rent Control: 

1. If economic conditions are such that some people cannot 
afford decent housing, the solution to that is society's 
burden, not the burden only of owners of rented housing. 

z. Since rent controls limit income from rentals, they 
create an atmosphere unconducive to investment in new 
rental construction. Rent controls tend to compound 
the problems. Lenders refuse to lend money for rental 
housing in rent control areas. 

3. If landlords cannot cover both their costs and their 
profit requirements, they will cut costs. This results 
in deterioration and even abandonment of property. 

4. Property values are related to income from the prop
erty. If income is restricted, property value lowers 
and taxes with it. 

5. Rent controls are not necessary because no housing 
emergency exists. 
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6. Rent controls do not work; they have not worked in New 
York. 

7. Rent controls are expensive to administer and the 
expense is borne by all taxpayers. 

8. Rent controls create serious inequities between people 
of similar means, one in a controlled apartment, the 
other not. 

9. Rent control encourages underutilization of housing as 
when an older couple will remain in a large rent con
trolled apartment after their children are grown rather 
than move to a smaller noncontrolled apartment. 

10. Rent controls control housing, not tenants which means 
many in rent controlled apartments do not need the 
help. 

11. Rental housing is not particularly profitable anyway. 
Controls make the situation intolerable. 

12. The free market is more effective in the long run than 
is rent control. 

13. If a landlord cannot obtain a fair profit because of 
controls, he will resort to illegal practices such as 
requiring special fees and premiums for things ordi
narily a part of the rent.* 

III 

RENT CONTROL IN NEVADA 

There is no history of rent control in Nevada. There has 
never been a law that addressed the subject. Given Nevada's 
legal traditions, there is little doubt that rent control 
could be enacted by local governments only through state 

*Committee on Housing and Community Development, California 
Assembly, "Rent Control: An Interim Report to * * * " 
Sacramento, 1975, pp. 28-32. 
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enabling legislation. Nevada is not a home rule state. 
Neither the cities nor counties have any powers not granted 
in general laws or in city charters enacted by special laws. 
Any rent control, rent stabilization and probably even rent 
review if it were not voluntary would require enabling 
legislation. 

The history of relatively comprehensive landlord-tenant 
legislation is recent in Nevada. In 1975, landlord-tenant 
law was enacted for mobile home lots. In 1977, such legis
lation was enacted for apartments and other rental dwel
lings. This legislation addresses itself to practices 
between landlords and tenants. It covers the manner in 
which rents may be raised but does not address the amount of 
rent increases. 

IV 

COMPONENTS OF RENT CONTROL LAWS 

There are no particular minimum requirements for the components 
of a state enabling law. It can be nothing more than a 
single line saying cities or counties or both may enact rent 
control ordinances. This is the approach used in Maryland 
where counties are granted the power on a county-by-county 
basis. It is all done by special acts. Some Maryland 
counties are authorized rent control and others are not. 
All details are left to county ordinances. 

In all other states where there is state enabling legisla
tion, there is more detail in state law. The more complete 
the state law, the firmer the legal grounds for a local 
government to enact rent control. Components of a rent 
control law can be summarized. 

Emergency: Most state laws include a declaration that says 
there is an emergency in housing availability and describing 
the nature of the emergency. The most common measure is 
vacancy rate. The most common figure is 5 percent. HUD 
considers vacancies of less than 5 percent critical. Courts 
generally do not question a legislature's determination that 
an emergency exists. That is a question of fact as opposed 
to law. 
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An emergency, by definition, is not permanent. Rent control 
statutes commonly have an automatic expiration date or a 
date certain at which the law is to be reviewed to see if 
the emergency conditions still apply. 

Housing Exempted From Controls: Other states, except New 
York, have been very careful to exempt new construction from 
controls. This is done, of course, to encourage new con
struction so as to alleviate the emergency situation. HUD 
by regulation since 1975 has asserted its right to ignore 
rent controls on any rental units it insures or for which it 
provides rent subsidies. Units renting to tourists are 
usually excluded as is luxury housing. Usually, units owned 
by a landlord who only has three or four are exempt. Exemp
tions have been upheld by the courts so long as the classi
fications are reasonable. 

Rent Rollbacks: There is the fear that landlords will raise 
rents dramatically in anticipation of rent controls. To 
avoid this, a date prior to such increases is often picked 
as a base date for rents. The new criteria for rent 
increases can be applied to the base date rent to get an 
adjusted present rent. This imposes a heavy initial admin
istrative burden on the rent control agency. 

Rent Adjustments: Any rent control system must allow for 
rent adjustment. Otherwise, in a time of inflation, con-
trols would quickly become confiscatory and be thrown out by 
the courts. Laws usually provide for two kinds of rent 
increases: across-the-board on some periodic basis as a 
result of cost of living, or tax increases and individual 
adjustment. Rent adjustments are supposed to guarantee to a 
landlord adequate income to meet mortgage payments, main
tenance, operating expenses, taxes and yield a fair return 
on investment. What exactly is a fair return is not easy to 
determine. New York says it is 6 percent of assessed valuation 
of the property. A simpler but not necessarily more fair 
approach is to use general annual increases. The fair 
return approach is the most common. 

Eviction Control: This is a necessary adjunct to rent con
trol if tenants are not to be intimidated if they complain 
about rent increases or inadequate upkeep. In Nevada, the 
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existing landlord-tenant law would protect tenants against 
arbitrary eviction. 

Rent Control Administration: It is apparent that adminis
tration that is efficient, fair and responsive is a neces
sity if rent control is to work at all. Delays in rent 
adjustments in Washington, D.C. were judged by the court to 
be so excessive as to invalidate the whole rent adjustment 
process thereby thwarting the intent of the legislation. 
Rent adjustment authority can be placed with an administrator 
or with a review board. In either event, due process guaran
tees must be observed. 

These main components of rent control legislation were 
extracted from the laws of Alaska, Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
Maine, New York and several bills from other states including 
California. 

v 

CONCLUSIONS 

Rent control is an extreme measure. Politically, it is 
easier to get into than to get out of. There are, however, 
times when it may be justified. It must be recognized that 
free market economics work far better in some subject areas 
than in others. In times of higher housing costs, one 
cannot cut housing consumption thereby lowering housing 
demand. Since demand, practically, cannot be lowered, the 
only answer is to increase supply. Under the best of circum
stances, there will be a time lag. That lag will be greater 
in times of tight money, limited building permits and rapid 
population growth. Under such circumstances, rent control 
may be a necessary emergency measure. 

Based on the experience in other states, any rent control 
law should have an automatic expiration date. It should 
also define the vacancy rate necessary to constitute an 
emergency that would authorize control. 

It should be recognized that rent control is a very poor 
equity tool and that it will always benefit people who don't 
need protection and do nothing for many that do. 
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Rent adjustment provisions must be generous and timely in 
order to avoid deterioration. Exemptions should include all 
new housing or new mobile home lots. 

Two paragraphs from the conclusion of a recent monograph 
on ren~ control in North America and Europe sum up the 
situation. The first paragraph explains the strong motiva
tion for rent controls. The second sums up the dangers. 

Meanwhile, speculation about the future will not make 
the rent control issue disappear from the present. 
However strong the arguments that rent control is 
inimical to tenants in the long term, the fact is 
that in the short term it does help many people who 
are pinched by inflation. It may depress the housing 
supply and it may be inefficient, but its immediate 
effect is clear: it keeps rents down. No argument 
about the long term can impress poor people (or 
indeed tenants as a whole) as much as this fact, 
because paying the rent is a short-term problem: 
it happens every month. 

If a competitive return on investment is not assured-
and if it is not perceived by private investors to be 
assured--the rent control causes a reduced level of 
maintenance in the housing stock and is likely to 
aggravate the underlying shortage. Those results 
make rent control on balance an undesirable municipal 
policy in a free market economy.* 

*Brenner, Ope Cit., pp. 70-71. 
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